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About This Game

"Project Cabin" is a short First-Person game with a touch of exploration, puzzle and mystery.
Use headphones to enjoy the binaural sound.

- Explore the cabin.
- Grab, drag and manipulate objects.

- Press little buttons without any sense.
- Be careful with the axe.

- Rummage in the drawers.
- Warm your hands in the fireplace.

- Solve how to get the front door open.
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Title: Project Cabin
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
@VincentLTower
Publisher:
@VincentLTower
Release Date: 1 Dec, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista, 7, 8, 10

Processor: i3 4150 - AMD A8 7600

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce 750 ti - AMD R7 265

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1500 MB available space

English
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Nice and fun game for relaxing. Kind of fun... maybe i need to play more. Not really understanding the decision to only allow
the droid to pick up a finite number strawberries or gems.....really annoying when you are trying to pick up gems for upgrades
but you can't because your guy picked up the strawberries instead. Also, Need to maybe make a no kidding tutorial. I had no
clue what was going on other than by pressing buttons and seeing what happened.
Good feature is the auto attack while you are running around. I noticed the hit box is a little unforgiving when human controlled.
Game needs some patching which will surely come as more players check this out. 6/10. This game is fairly terrible, but I can't
stop playing.. \udb40\udc21. A cute small game. Great content for the price. Achievements were decently easy to achieve.
Really enjoyed the voice acting. The story was quite adorable. Totally reminds me of the Black Butler anime and I wouldn't be
surprised if it was based on it, your Butler even looks a lot like Sebastian. I pretty much set my character's names to Ciel
Phantomhive and Sebastian Michaelis for the giggles, and in doing that as a massive Black Butler fan it made the game 10x
more fun. Certainly purchase if you're a Black Butler fan, looking for a cute little story, or just looking for an easy to 100%
game to add to your list.
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The devs came through on real character customization! So i changed my review :). Allow for non VR players to grab the
achievements and I'll say it's worth a little more than the trading cards it drops. Thanks.. Very good software for concept artist,
interesting brush and especially an art software that actually take advatange on GPU rendering rather than CPU.
The fun thing of the software which is "Controller" seems complicated to use at first but becomes really useful later to make
your very own brush just the matter of time.. Fun to play if you like turn based combat but alot of restrictions for non-
subscribers. This game is a lot of fun. It's an Arkanoid clone meets Zelda style artwork. It's not easy either, but super fun! I love
the voice acting and the production values are high.. Controls are not explained and kinda clunky.
It's not bad, it's just not a lot to do in the game.. Brings back memories. I enjoyed the style of the game. Reminded me of
Journey to the Center of the Earth, a very good game.. not my type of game. This games 1 ov the classics! Defo worth price.
speacily if u a big fan ov old blitz, sudden strikes and cossacks games. 1 ov best RTS developers ever in my opinion and they
need to keep bringing out games like they use to!!! lol
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